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FOrEWOrD

Success from every point of view
Outstanding. That is the best way to
describe the 2015 result for SES. The year
ended with just under 12,000 registered
Experts and nearly 5,000 assignments
within Germany and abroad: by some
distance the best result SES has had in
the whole of its history.
Each individual field developed in
Dr Susanne Nonnen
exemplary fashion. Especially worth
SES Executive Director
highlighting is the great demand for our
Experts’ knowledge in developing and
newly industrialised countries. Although SES was obliged to withdraw from some regions for safety reasons,
its activities abroad still increased by more than seven
percent in comparison to 2014. The VerA initiative,
which aims to prevent trainees dropping out of their
training courses, performed even better. In 2015, this
programme accounted for more than half of all Expert
assignments.
We started the year with a little anniversary celebration.
25 years previously – even before reunification – the
first Expert assignment in Germany began, in the East
German state of Thuringia. This assignment marked
the beginning of our ‘German market’, which today
has grown significantly. May also brought a reason for
cheer. Six and a half years after the start of the VerA
initiative, the 5,000th training mentorship began.

Taking responsibility
The refugee crisis was, of course, the central topic of
the year for the SES, just as it was for other organisations. Being involved in collaborative development, as
well as in supporting young people’s education in Germany, SES feels a particular responsibility in this context. We do our best to reduce the causes of people
fleeing their homelands, as well as to integrate young
immigrants here in Germany.
In many cases the SES has already had an active presence for several years in the home countries of many
of these refugees, as well as in the nearby countries
that are taking them in. Our Experts there help people
to help themselves, exactly as is mentioned in every
discussion on combating the causes of migration.
SES has made aiding integration a priority following
the events of 2015. Since then it has been providing
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support to young refugees taking their first steps in the
German education and training system.

Thanks
It is largely due to the generous support that SES
receives that it is able to grow year by year, and that
its assignment figures are continually on the up. Since
its foundation in 1983, it has been able to rely on both
public and private support.
Huge thanks are due to the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) and the
German Federal Ministry of Education and research
(BMBF). The continued financial support from these
two organisations in 2015 was what allowed most SES
assignments to take place, both abroad and within
Germany. Our thanks also go to Engagement Global
– the national German service point for development
initiatives – and to the Federal Institute for Vocational
Education and Training (BIBB).
The SES owes gratitude to many members of both
German and European parliaments. Particular thanks
also go to the German Foreign Office, the German
diplomatic missions abroad, the Association for International Cooperation (GIZ), German industry and its
main associations, the German Chambers of Industry
and Commerce Abroad (AHKs), the Chambers of Skilled
Trades and Crafts, and the Chambers of Industry and
Commerce (IHKs).
And last, but not least, we express our sincere thanks
to the Bayer Cares Foundation, the Commerzbank
Foundation, the German BP Foundation, the HannsVoith Foundation, the Landesbank Baden-Württemberg
(LBBW), Fraport’s Proregion Foundation which supports
vocational training, and the Otto Wolff Foundation.
The SES is particularly indebted to its Experts and to
all our staff, both paid and voluntary, both within
Germany and abroad. With outstanding commitment
and great dedication, they have all contributed to the
success of our work in 2015.

Dr Susanne Nonnen
SES Executive Director

IN THE SPOTLIGHT IN 2015

Helping young refugees and migrants to integrate
Immigration into Germany is a topic that has dominated public discourse since 2015. The central focus
of almost every debate is the question of how the large
numbers of people who are fleeing civil war, terror,
oppression or poverty, hoping for a life of peace and
safety in Germany, can be successfully integrated into
society.
This question also concerns SES. In early 2015 it
decided to help in its own way. Very soon SES had a
plan. It would support children and young people from
refugee families precisely where the foundations for
good integration are laid: throughout their education
and training.
A few weeks later, schools from the area around
Cologne and Bonn requested support for pupils in their
international ‘welcome classes’ who spoke no, or very
little, German. During the course of the year, several
more requests came in.
Thus SES Experts at many schools in North rhineWestphalia have become important attachment figures
for schoolchildren who have fled to Germany. They
help them and relieve the burden on staff by looking
after small groups of pupils, providing one-to-one
support, or organising afternoon activities, as well as

familiarising young immigrants with everyday life in
their new country. These activities are funded by the
Otto Wolf Foundation.
In autumn 2015, SES was able to offer similar services
to vocational schools in Baden-Württemberg. SES
Experts help refugees on vocational courses – or on
‘VABO’ preparatory courses for non-German speakers
– to learn German, choose a career or look for internships or traineeships. SES collaborates on this
programme with the Baden-Württemberg Ministry of
Culture, Youth and Sport and with Landesbank BadenWürttemberg (LBBW), which is our exclusive partner in
supporting Expert assignments in VABO classes.
For several years now, trainees with an immigrant
background have been benefiting from the SES initiative VerA, which aims to prevent them dropping out
of training programmes. This nationwide mentorship
programme reaches more than 2,500 young people a
year. Around 25 percent of them have foreign roots.
This initiative is also available to refugees who have already found a place in the German educational/training
system or who are taking advantage of measures to
qualify them for jobs. VerA is sponsored by the Federal
Ministry of Education and research (BMBF) as part of
the education chains initiative ‘Bildungsketten’.

Detlev Friderici at the
SES Regional Conference in Kassel on
11 February 2016.
SES Expert Friderici
reports on a young man
from Afghanistan whom
he has been mentoring
since 2014, helping him
complete school and
find a place on a training
course, and being there
for him during his vocational training.

www.ses-bonn.de
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ExPErTS

Burundi:

The district hospital in Kirundo serves 600,000 people.
Dr Kai roy interpreting a radiograph.
Expert:
Dr Kai roy, specialist surgeon and trauma surgeon
Location: Kirundo, Hôpital de District de Kirundo
Task:
Training in surgery and trauma surgery

Future needs experience
The retired generation in demand worldwide

People leaving active employment today after a long
professional life are experienced specialists with soughtafter qualities. Their strengths are knowledge and
experience – precious resources which can be of huge
benefit to others.
SES recognised the great potential of the older generation over 30 years ago. Ever since, it has given retired
people the opportunity to pass on their know-how and
to get involved, on a voluntary basis, in areas where
their experience is urgently needed: in developing and
newly industrialised countries, and even within Germany.

A growing database of Experts

Year by year, the number of those wanting to take on
SES assignments grows and grows. This means SES
is fulfilling one of the most important conditions for

6
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its own future: the experience of its Experts and their
willingness to get involved form the very basis of its
existence.
By the end of 2015, 11,897 retired specialists had put
their knowledge at the disposal of SES – more than
ever before. 1,022 people were registered during the
course of the year, while 816 left us for the ‘second
phase’ of their retirement. The number of names on
the register has gone up by 234 since last year. The
proportion of women also rose once more. In 2000 it
was six percent, whereas by the end of 2015 it was
17 percent. This shows a continuous upward trend,
which SES heartily welcomes.

Know-how from 50 industries

At the end of 2015, the SES Expert register was
very wide-ranging. It listed specialists from around

Register
Experts
registrations
Farewells
Average age
Proportion of women (in percent)

2015

2014

11,897
1,022
816
70.9
17

11,663
1,205
887
70.5
16

As at: 04.01.2016

50 industries and approximately 500 individual fields.
The SES database represents almost every sector:
skilled trades and crafts, the technical sector, trade
and industry, services and commerce, administration
and public service, as well as education and science.

Specialist knowledge required

Nevertheless, some assignment requests still remain
unfulfilled because the necessary specialist knowledge
or language skills are not represented, or not sufficiently so, in our register of Experts. For instance, most
urgently needed are specialists in all kinds of manual
trade with a good knowledge of English, French, Spanish
or Portuguese, as well as specialists in electrical engineering, plastics, mechanical engineering, all fields of
medicine, foodstuffs, renewable energy and textiles.
SES tries to overcome such shortages through targeted
press and public relations campaigns, and by directly
approaching selected professional and specialist
associations. These methods resulted in several new
Experts with specialist knowledge of technical and
medical professions in particular. Among these are
specialists in printing and graphic design, energy
management and dentistry.

Setting an example to young people

Another challenge is our plan to step up the services
offered by SES for children, young people and trainees
in Germany, whatever their nationality or origin, in order to prepare them for their future working lives and
to help them integrate well into society. Complaints
about people leaving school with no qualifications, a
shortage of skilled workers and the complex task of
opening up prospects to young immigrants demonstrate the enormous significance of our engagement in
this area.

Sector

Experts

Agriculture
643
Automotive engineering
794
Banks and insurance
416
Building industry
1,059
Charitable institutions
599
Chemistry
655
Communication technology
353
Economic and professional organisations
300
Education
2,517
Electrical engineering
700
Energy
400
Environment and waste disposal
323
Food and animal feeding
502
Foundry and forging
193
Glass and ceramics
125
Hydraulics and pneumatics
70
Information technology
627
Law and taxes
227
Leather processing
50
Measuring and automatic control engineering 326
Mechanical engineering
439
Media, arts, culture
391
Metallurgy
86
Metalworking
333
Mining
135
Optics
64
Packaging for final consumers
83
Pharmaceutics and cosmetics
329
Plant and apparatus engineering
230
Plastic products: manufacture and processing 230
Precision mechanics
71
Printing and graphics
147
Public health
1,538
Public sector
1,468
Pulp and paper
89
rubber processing
65
Sciences
278
Services
1,489
Textiles
299
Tool and machine tool manufacture
236
Top management
365
Trade
486
Traffic and tourism
696
Wood processing
243

SES

As at: 04.01.2016

Specifically, we intend to extend the reach of the
schools programme A New Boost for Schoolchildren
[Neue Impulse für Schülerinnen und Schüler], as well
as the VerA initiative, which serves to prevent trainees
dropping out of their courses. This means that SES
can offer its Experts opportunities for assignments
very close to where they live. However, it is precisely

in areas that are lacking in infrastructure, where we
particularly want to provide extra support for the
younger generation in future, that there is a shortage
of SES specialists to help. These are the areas where
special efforts will be made in future to recruit new
Experts.

www.ses-bonn.de
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ASSIGNMENTS ABrOAD

Nepal:

OMF puts high-quality, locally produced ginger products on the market.
Joachim Zielinski helps in the production of spacers for cutting machines.
Expert:
Joachim Zielinski, specialist in the processing of medicinal plants
Location: Surkhet, Organic Mountain Flavor (OMF)
Task:
Ginger processing

Active across the world over three decades
Helping people to help themselves

Assignments abroad in developing and newly industrialised countries were the first to be undertaken by
SES. These assignments help people to help themselves using the SES volunteers – retired skilled and
management professionals – to enrich Germany’s
international collaborative work. This successful model
has been supported by the Federal Ministry for
Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) for
over 30 years.

8
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Record result

In 2015, SES carried out 1,705 assignments in 90
countries apart from Germany – an increase of 7.2 percent on the previous year. An average of 142 Experts
were dispatched every month. At the end of 2015, the
number of all assignments abroad since the foundation
of SES stood at over 27,700 in 166 countries.
These figures represent the best results for any year
so far for its work abroad. This is particularly commendable in light of the crises and conflicts that overshadowed several of our traditional partner countries in
2015, meaning that a great number of Expert assignments had to be called off or postponed.

Assignments abroad
Region

2015

2014

Assignments

Assignments

Africa/MENA*
Asia/Central Asia
Central, Eastern and SouthEast Europe/Caucasus
Latin America/Caribbean
North America
Total

376
774

328
691

338
216
1

328
243
–

1,705

1,590

*Middle East and North Africa
As at: 05.01.2016

Nevertheless, there were outstanding developments
in the number of assignments arranged, especially
in Africa, Middle East/North Africa (MENA), Asia and
Latin America. The offering of SES fell on particularly
fertile soil in the African countries south of the Sahara,
as well as in the republics of central Asia, with growth
rates nearing 25 percent. The individual countries that
hosted the most were Bolivia, China, India, Kazakhstan
and Ukraine.

Top assignment countries 2015
Country

Assignments

Bolivia
Bulgaria
China
India
Kazakhstan
Mexico
Moldova, republic
romania
Tanzania
Ukraine
Uzbekistan

45
76
255
72
124
52
45
53
56
63
61

Total

902

As at: 05.01.2016

follow-up assignments – part of a series of assignments by the same Expert for the same client. This is
evidence of interest in longer-term collaboration with
SES – an important indicator of clients’ satisfaction
with our service.

In 2015, as in previous years, most assignments took
place in companies, organisations or local authorities
of small to medium size. The main themes in terms
of content were sustainable economic development,
basic education and vocational training, healthcare
and social security. In manufacturing businesses, SES
mainly provided support to the metalworking, foodstuffs and textile industries, while assignments in the
service sector were mainly tourism based.

Post-assignment activities also make a contribution
to the good reputation of SES. A fifth of the Experts
dispatched in 2015 continued to support ‘their’ client
from Germany once their actual assignment was over.
They made contact with companies, assisted in the
purchase of machines and spare parts, or made themselves available as knowledgeable companions during
visits to specialist trade fairs in Germany.

A worldwide network

Assignments in Nepal get positive evaluation

And SES sets an accordingly high value on regular
exchanges of ideas and experiences with its representatives. Since 2008, meetings in Bonn have proved
to be invaluable in deepening our relationships with
representatives. Three of these forums took place in
2015.

In June 2015 the results were ready: Over 75 percent
of the clients surveyed confirmed that they were profiting long-term from an SES Expert assignment – for
instance, due to improvements in the quality of products
and services, and improved competitiveness. It was
also shown that sustainability was clearly increased by
management involvement in the day-to-day activity of
the assignment, as well as by follow-up assignments.

Part of the international success of SES can be traced
back to the quality of its global contacts. By the end of
the year, its network of representatives consisted of
179 people and institutions in 92 countries – all important as initial points of contact for potential clients, as
well as clients who are already familiar with SES.

Follow-up assignments and post-assignment
activities

Cooperating with Senior Expert Corps (SEC) from
Switzerland SES had its 2013-2014 assignments in
Nepal examined by the St Gallen University of Applied
Sciences. SES wanted to know whether directly
traceable positive effects of an Expert assignment were
still being felt one to two years after its completion.

SES is very happy with the development of its followup assignments and post-assignment activities. In
2015 around a quarter of all assignments abroad were
www.ses-bonn.de
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ASSIGNMENTS GErMANY

The SES stand at the SenNova trade fair in Frankfurt am Main (2-4 July 2015): Bernd Tuchen from the SES office in
Bonn in conversation with former minister Franz Müntefering.

Top results in our anniversary year
Working with businesses for 25 years

In January 2015, SES enjoyed a small birthday celebration. 25 years previously – even before reunification
– the first Expert assignment in Germany began, at a
furniture manufacturer in the then East German state of
Thuringia. Support for small and medium-sized businesses, professional associations and other organisations within Germany has been one of the core offerings
of SES ever since.

Industry and Commerce (IHKs) and the Chambers of
Skilled Trades and Crafts – both longstanding partners
of SES. The rhineland-Palatinate Ministry for Business, Climate Protection, Energy and Land Use Planning also repeatedly requests Experts to support new
companies.

Mentors for the younger generation

Since 2006, SES has also been involved in helping
young people at school and in training. Children and
To this day, a lot of these assignments come into being
young people benefit from the schools programme A
based on recommendations from the Chambers of
New Boost for Schoolchildren [Neue Impulse für Schülerinnen und Schüler].
SES supports trainees
Assignments in Germany
2015
2014
with its VerA initiative,
which exists to prevent
Field
Assignments
Assignments
trainees dropping out of
their courses, and as a
A New Boost for Schoolchildren
301
*105
196 *100
network partner of the
coach@school**
104
*100
150 *134
national MobiPro-EU
Companies/professional bodies/organisations
124
*17
111
*13
scheme, which makes
MobiPro-EU
45
*18
58
it easier for immigrants
VerA initiative
2,626 *1,150
2,278 *1,001
from EU countries to
access dual vocational
Total
3,200 *1,390
2,793 *1,248
training schemes. It has
also been more heavily
* of which continuing from the previous year(s)
** The pilot project coach@school was sponsored by the Federal Ministry of Education and research (BMBF) as part of
the education chains initiative ‘Bildungsketten’ until the end of August 2015. In September 2015 it became part of the
SES schools programme A New Boost for Schoolchildren [Neue Impulse für Schülerinnen und Schüler].
As at: 15.01.2016
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● Flensburg
● Kiel

involved in 2015 in the integration of young refugees
and migrants into school and professional life.

● Stade

Top results thanks to VerA

●

Hamburg ●
Bremerhaven

● Aurich

Cologne ●

Young people in focus
Extending the schools programme

Bonn ●
● Koblenz

● Trier

Mainz ●

● Schwerin

●

Emden
In 2015, all our fields of activity within Germany
● Bremen
● Oldenburg
developed extremely well. In comparison with the
● Vechta
previous year, the number of assignments rose by
400 to 3,200 – a very good result that rendered
Hanover ●
Osnabrück ●
2015 the best year since the beginning of SES’
● Bielefeld
work in Germany. At around 96 percent,
● Detmold
● Münster
SES’ services for the younger generation
accounted for by far the largest proportion
● Dortmund
Krefeld ● Essen
● Arnsberg
●
of assignments carried out in Germany in
Kassel ●
● Düsseldorf ●
Wuppertal
2015 – particularly the VerA initiative.
● Aachen

● Rostock

● Lübeck

● Neubrandenburg
● Lüneburg

Wolfsburg
W
● Braunschweig

● Freiburg

A New Boost for Schoolchildren complements the
standard curriculum with age-oriented, creative and
practical projects in fields such as business studies,
design and technology, mathematics, IT, sciences and
technology. Since the SES pilot project coach@school
has been integrated into the schools programme,
helping students to choose a career has become a
key aspect.
In 2015 the SES schools programme was funded by
the Commerzbank Foundation, the German BP Foundation, the Hanns-Voith Foundation, the Otto Wolff
Foundation, Fraport’s Proregion Foundation which
supports vocational training, the SES Foundation and
other local sponsors. SES was also able to win the
support of the Ministry for Culture, Youth and Sport in
Baden-Württemberg, and the Erfurt Chamber of Industry and Commerce in Thuringia.

VerA helps more than 2,600 trainees

With over 2,600 assignments in 2015 alone, the VerA
initiative was again by far the most successful individual service provided by the SES. The overall results of
the initiative, which was launched in December 2008,
are also outstanding. All in all, nearly 6,000 trainees
had taken advantage of a training mentorship by the
end of 2015, over 80 percent of which proved successful.

an der Oder

● Leipzig
● Dresden

Erfurt ●

am Main

● Gera
● Chemnitz

● Suhl

● Würzburg

● Coburg
● Bayreuth

In 2015, SES extended its schools programKaiserslautern ● ● Mannheim
Erlangen
me A New Boost for Schoolchildren even
● Saarbrücken
● Nuremberg
● Heilbronn
further. This service, available to all types of
Karlsruhe ●
school and all school years, has long been estaPforzheim ●
● Heidenheim
blished in Baden-Württemberg, Hesse and North rhiStuttgart ●
ne-Westphalia. It is still starting up in Bremen, Lower
● Reutlingen
● Augsburg
● Ulm
Saxony, rhineland-Palatinate,
hineland-Palatinate, Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt
● Offenburg
● Villingen-Schwenningen
and Thuringia.
Munich ●
● Lörrach

● Frankfurt

Halle ●

● Aschaffenburg

● Darmstadt

● Magdeburg

● Cottbus

● Marburg
● Dillenburg
● Giessen
● Frankfurt

● Berlin
● Potsdam

● Regensburg
● Passau

● Ravensburg

● Konstanz

SES headquarters

SES office

VerA regional coordinator

Sites in Germany

SES is represented throughout the whole of Germany: with 14
offices, several regional representatives and around 80 regional
coordinators, the VerA initiative has a dense network of contacts
at its disposal. This network acts as the basis for voluntary staff to
maintain contact with Experts, companies, professional bodies and
associations. They also support public relations and represent SES
at regional conferences and specialist trade fairs.

These figures also show how well the VerA concept is
tailored to the needs of young people in vocational
training. The secret of its success lies in the tandem
model – individual, one-to-one mentoring.
From 2016, SES hopes to use VerA to reach 3,000
young people a year. It receives considerable help in
this effort from the German Federal Ministry of Education and research (BMBF), which finances the initiative,
and the professional bodies with which it enjoys close
collaboration on VerA as well as other projects.
www.ses-bonn.de
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A FEW OF OUr ASSIGNMENTS ABrOAD

Africa and MENA*
Assignments according
to country in 2015

Important fields of activity
in 2015

Country
Assignments
Algeria
4
Benin
2
Botswana
11
Burkina Faso
2
Burundi
4
Cameroon
17
Congo, Democratic republic
7
Egypt
13
Eritrea
2
Ethiopia
9
Ghana
27
Iran
3
Jordan
15
Kenya
10
Lebanon
4
Madagascar
31
Malawi
6
Mauritania
3
Morocco
40
Mozambique
5
Namibia
24
Nigeria
1
rwanda
5
Senegal
3
South Africa
7
Tanzania
56
Togo
13
Tunisia
4
Turkey
13
Uganda
28
United Arab Emirates
1
Zambia
3
Zimbabwe
3

Field
Assignments
Economic development
123
Education
115
Public health
49
rural development
29
Poverty eradication
19
Urban development
17
Social security
13

Total
*Middle East and North Africa
As at: 05.01.2016

376

Senegal:

The charity SAPOP brings green technology to disadvantaged communities.
Uwe Schmidt and his construction class bending components for solar cookers.
Expert:
Uwe Schmidt, master mechanic
Location: Fimela, Structure d’Appui aux Organisations Professionnelles
et Paysans (SAPOP)
Task:
Building solar cookers and fuel-efficient wood stoves

12
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Democratic Republic of Congo:

Smallholders’ cooperative COPrOCOM breathes
new life into coffee and cocoa cultivation.
Prof. Marc Janssens inspecting the fields.
Prof. Marc Janssens, professor of
agronomy in the tropics
Location: Lukula, Coopérative de Production et
Commercialisation Café et Cacao (COPrOCOM)
Task:
Help for entry into eco-friendly cropgrowing and fair trade

Photo: Ines Jensen

Expert:

Morocco:

Vocational advancement service OFPPT seeks alternatives to teacher-centred lessons. Lecturers try out
interactive training modules with Norbert Alexy.
Expert:
Norbert Alexy, trainer/coach
Location: Casablanca, Office de la Formation
Professionnelle et de la Promotion du
Travail (OFPPT)
Task:
New methods of knowledge transfer

Kenya:

The fair trade organisation KEFAT sells traditionally handcrafted pieces.
Discussing a prototype for new tablemats with Christa Naujack.
Expert:
Christa Naujack, vocational school teacher
Location: Nairobi, Kenya Federation for Alternative Trade (KEFAT)
Task:
Advanced training for seamstresses

www.ses-bonn.de
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A FEW OF OUr ASSIGNMENTS ABrOAD

Asia and Central Asia
Assignments according
to country in 2015

Important fields of activity
in 2015

Country
Bangladesh
Bhutan
Brunei
Cambodia
China
India
Indonesia
Kazakhstan
Kyrgyzstan
Laos
Malaysia
Mongolia
Myanmar
Nepal
Pakistan
Philippines
Samoa
Sri Lanka
Tajikistan
Thailand
Turkmenistan
Uzbekistan
Vietnam

Field
Assignments
Economic development
371
Education
170
Public health
150
Social security
19
Poverty eradication
12
rural development
10
Good governance
9

Assignments
3
1
3
27
255
72
20
124
20
14
3
25
11
24
25
26
3
6
17
4
17
61
13

Total

774

As at: 05.01.2016

Philippines:

Farmers’ association BMMKFAI struggles with the
consequences of years of slash-and-burn farming.
Dr Kurt Steiner checks the properties of the soil.
Expert:

Dr Kurt Steiner, agricultural engineer in
crop production
Location: Barangay Malazarte, Barangay Malazarte
Matag-ob Kauswagan Farmers Association
(BMMKFAI)
Task:
Introducing sustainable cultivation methods

14
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India:

A VETnet education and training project
run by the AHK (Chambers of Industry and
Commerce Abroad) promotes dual vocational training courses in India. Jörg Giese
inspects a student’s work at the Don
Bosco training centre.
Expert:

Jörg Giese, master mechanical
engineer, technical trainer
Location: Pune, Indo-German Chamber of
Commerce (IGCC)
Task:
Training for metalwork teachers

Uzbekistan:

Café Dustlar invests in self-service restaurant with
western cuisine. Otto Schwizler helps plan a dining
area with an open kitchen.
Expert:
Otto Schwizler, master butcher, chef, waiter
Location: Tashkent, Café Dustlar
Task:
Development of a catering concept

China:

Electric light manufacturer Slater wants to improve its manufacturing
and sales. Burckhardt Bohm advises on comprehensive quality control.
Expert:
Burckhardt Bohm, industrial management professional
Location: Suqian, Jiangsu Suqian Slater Electric Appliance
Task:
Optimising production and marketing

www.ses-bonn.de
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A FEW OF OUr ASSIGNMENTS ABrOAD

Latin America and the Caribbean
Assignments according
to country in 2015

Important fields of activity
in 2015

Country
Assignments
Argentina
27
Bolivia
45
Brazil
16
Chile
4
Columbia
12
Costa rica
1
Dominican republic
4
Ecuador
6
El Salvador
4
Guatemala
5
Guyana
1
Haiti
2
Honduras
6
Mexico
52
Nicaragua
9
Paraguay
6
Peru
12
Uruguay
4

Field
Assignments
Economic development
100
Education
71
Public health
15
Urban development
7
rural development
5
renewable energies
5
Environmental protection
4

Total

216

As at: 05.01.2016

Bolivia:

Fundación Sembrar supports rural small businesses and micro-enterprises.
Matthias Schlote with bee breeders and Foundation staff, performing a Varroa test.
Expert:
Matthias Schlote, forestry engineer and beekeeper
Location: Municipio de Coroico, Fundación Sembrar
Task:
Advanced training in bee breeding and beekeeping
16
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Haiti:

Vocational training centre CTSJ promotes solar energy. With Franz Alsters
on the roof of the workshop, prior to installing the solar panels.
Expert:
Franz Alsters, environmental technician
Location: Jérémie, Centre Technique Saint Joseph (CTSJ)
Task:
Setting up a photovoltaic system

Mexico:

ICAPET, a state-run institute, offers further training for indigenous smallholders.
With Volke Hache in one of the tomato-growers’ greenhouses.
Expert:
Volker Hache, wine- and fruit-growing technician
Location: Santiago Matatlan, Instituto de Capacitación y Productividad para el
Trabajo del Estado de Oaxaca (ICAPET)
Task:
Processing tomatoes

Peru:

SENATI provides training in technical occupations
across the country. Hans Wagner with up-and-coming
maintenance mechanics.

Expert:
Hans Wagner, mechanical engineer
Location: Cajamarca, Servicio Nacional de
Adiestramiento en Trabajo Industrial (SENATI)
Task:
Training instructors in repairs and
maintenance

www.ses-bonn.de
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A FEW OF OUr ASSIGNMENTS ABrOAD

Central, Eastern and South-East Europe
and the Caucasus
Assignments according
to country in 2015

Important fields of activity
in 2015

Country
Assignments
Albania
11
Armenia
13
Azerbaijan
7
Belarus
7
Bosnia-Herzegovina
4
Bulgaria
76
Czech republic
1
Georgia
18
Kosovo
8
Macedonia
5
Moldova, republic
45
romania
53
Serbia
26
Slovakia
1
Ukraine
63

Field
Assignments
Economic development
208
Education
72
Social security
24
Public health
13
rural development
8
Urban development
5

Total

338

As at: 05.01.2016

Ukraine:

Technical college in Lviv expands its
offering of practical vocational classes.
Friedrich Obojkovits trains budding
cooks.
Expert:

Friedrich Obojkovits,
master chef
Location: Lviv, at the state-run Lviv
Technical College
Task:
Modernising training methods
in hospitality courses
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Belarus:

Antyneja Prime plans entry into the export business
with western Europe. Heide Meyer points out weaknesses
in the fitting of bra cups.
Expert:
Heide Meyer, retail salesperson for corsetry
Location: Dubruvno, Antyneja Prime
Task:
Improving the quality of interlinings for clothing

Macedonia:

Azerbaijan:

Expert:

Expert:

Wood-burning stove manufacturer TIMST wants to expand into
gas-fired heaters. Siegfried Zürner giving practical training on a gas
burner.
Siegfried Zürner, master heating and ventilation engineer,
specialist trainer in metalwork
Location: Struga, TIMST
Task:
Supporting the development of gas-fired heaters

AZZA AGrO converts agricultural business to organic
production. Carsten Tiede demonstrates the correct way
to prune a fruit tree.
Carsten Tiede, master gardener, specialist in
biodynamic agriculture
Location: Ismailli, AZZA AGrO
Task:
To help introduce organic cultivation methods

www.ses-bonn.de
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A FEW OF OUr ASSIGNMENTS IN GErMANY

Companies, professional bodies,
organisations
Assignments according to federal state in 2015
Federal state
Assignments
Baden-Württemberg
14
*6
Bavaria
9
*4
Brandenburg
1
*1
Hesse
69
–
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern
1
–
Lower Saxony
2
–
North rhine-Westphalia
22
*5
rhineland Palatinate
3
–
Saxony
1
–
Saxony-Anhalt
1
–
Thuringia
1
*1
Total

124

*17

*of which continuing from the previous year(s)
As at: 15.01.2016

Bavaria:

The DCKIH offers lectures to delegations from China.
Prof. Siegfried W. rapp with management staff from the statistics office in Beijing.
Expert: Prof. Siegfried W. rapp, specialist in energy technology
Client: Office for German-Chinese Cooperation in Trade and Industry (DCKIH), Nuremberg
Task:
Lecture on the topic of environmental economics and environmental policy
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Rhineland Palatinate:

The Ministry for Economic Affairs in Mainz promotes
new businesses. Irma Fechter helps companies with
any questions on establishing a new business.

Photo: Frauke Syring

Expert: Irma Fechter, sales and marketing manager
Client: The rhineland-Palatinate Ministry for
Business, Climate Protection, Energy
and Land Use Planning, Mainz
Task:
Coaching entrepreneurs

Hesse:
North Rhine-Westphalia:

The Aachen Chamber of Industry and Commerce supports companies
in its area entering the export trade. Wolfgang Matthias is a highly
sought-after advisor for those wanting to take this step.
Expert: Wolfgang Matthias, business management specialist,
export manager
Client: Aachen Chamber of Industry and Commerce (IHK Aachen)
Task:
Company meetings on foreign trade

The Arbeitsgemeinschaft SCHULEWIrTSCHAFT Nordhessen association awards prizes for work experience
reports. Günter Kuhn (centre) represents SES in the
jury.
Expert:
Günter Kuhn, mechanical engineer
Location: Kassel, Arbeitsgemeinschaft
SCHULEWIrTSCHAFT Nordhessen
Task:
Supporting the schools’ competition for
work experience reports

www.ses-bonn.de
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A FEW OF OUr ASSIGNMENTS IN GErMANY

A New Boost for Schoolchildren,
coach@school**

coach
ach@scho
school
Erfahrung
stärkt Jugend

Assignments according to
federal state in 2015

A New Boost for
Schoolchildren

coach@school

Federal state
Baden-Württemberg
Bremen
Hesse
Lower Saxony
North rhine-Westphalia
rhineland Palatinate
Saxony
Saxony-Anhalt
Thuringia

Assignments
46
*1
4
–
92
*16
14
*3
118
*74
6
*5
9
–
4
*1
8
*5

Assignments
–
–
7
*7
35
*34
15
*15
21
*21
–
–
18
*15
8
*8
–
–

Total

301

104

*105

Photo: Helga Niederndorfer

* of which continuing from the previous year(s)
** The pilot project coach@school was sponsored by the Federal Ministry of Education and research (BMBF) as part of
the education chains initiative ‘Bildungsketten’ until the end of August 2015. In September 2015 it became part of the
SES schools programme A New Boost for Schoolchildren [Neue Impulse für Schülerinnen und Schüler].

Hesse:

The support offered at the Hans-Thoma-Schule also includes creative subjects.
renate Weisz familiarises the young people with the fundamental principles of design.
Expert:
renate Weisz, textile designer
Location: Oberursel, Hans-Thoma-Schule
Task:
Additional art lessons

22
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*100

As at: 15.01.2016

Hesse:

The integration classes at the CSS apply their new
German skills straight away. One example is the soap
project run by case manager Teslihan Ayalp,
Heidi Schreiber, and Gabriele Schulz (from left to right).
Experts:

Heidi Schreiber, business administrator
Gabriele Schulz, medical-technical
radiology assistant
Location: Kassel, Carl-Schomburg-Schule (CSS)
Task:
Soap-making workshop

North Rhine-Westphalia:

North Rhine-Westphalia:

Expert:
Wolfgang Wirsig, electrical engineer
Location: Minden, Eine-Welt-Schule
Task:
Technology project for primary school children

Expert:
Berthold Schulze Zumhülsen, electrical engineer
Location: Dortmund, Franziskus Primary School
Task:
Experimental workshop

The Eine-Welt-Schule holds voluntary learning in high
regard. Little engineers learn about building bridges
with Wolfgang Wirsig.

The Franziskus Primary School is well equipped with
experiment boxes. Berthold Schulze Zumhülsen helps set
up experiments.

www.ses-bonn.de
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A FEW OF OUr ASSIGNMENTS IN GErMANY

VerA initiative**
VerA mentorships according to federal
state in 2015
Federal state
Mentorships
Baden-Württemberg
498
*211
Bavaria
373
*143
Berlin
159
*81
Bremen
110
*45
Hamburg
54
*20
Brandenburg
62
*37
Hesse
134
*65
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern
41
*15
Lower Saxony
248
*101
North rhine-Westphalia
445
*207
rhineland Palatinate
180
*64
Saarland
7
*2
Saxony
143
*78
Saxony-Anhalt
56
*30
Schleswig-Holstein
12
*4
Thuringia
104
*47
Total

2,626

Main occupations whose training
courses are covered by VerA
Automotive mechatronics technician
Business administrator – office
communications
Business administrator – office
management
Business administrator – retail trade
Business administrator – wholesale
and foreign trade
Carer for the elderly
Chef
Construction/design technician
Electronics engineer
HVAC technician
Joiner
Painter and varnisher
Salesperson

*1,150
As at: 15.01.2016

Photo: Bernd Tuchen

* of which continuing from the previous year(s)
** VerA, the SES initiative, is sponsored by the Federal Ministry of Education and research (BMBF) as
part of the education chains initiative ‘Bildungsketten’.

Lower Saxony:

VerA duo Hartmut Jacobsen and Luigi at his qualification ceremony:
metalworker Luigi is taken on by the workshop that trained him.
Expert:
Hartmut Jacobsen, master metalworker
Location: Osnabrück
Task:
Support in subject theory and practice
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North Rhine-Westphalia:

VerA duo Peter Teschner and Eugen: Eugen found a permanent position straight after completing his training in business administration
for wholesale and foreign trade.
Peter Teschner, industrial business management and
business administration specialist
Location: rheda-Wiedenbrück
Task:
To help overcome conflicts in the training workshop

Photo: Hans-Jochen Knobloch

Expert:

North Rhine-Westphalia:

VerA duo Hannelore Greis and Chiara: after qualifying
as a chef, Chiara is now aiming even higher – for her
vocational diploma.
Expert:
Hannelore Greis, training manager
Location: Bonn
Task:
Help with preparation for examinations

Hamburg:

VerA duo Elfriede Pohle-raju and Peyman: Peyman passed the oral
part of his dental technician examinations with top marks.
Expert:
Elfriede Pohle-raju, head of home economics department
Location: Hamburg
Task:
Smoothing out language difficulties

www.ses-bonn.de
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SPONSOrS’ ASSOCIATION

Pakistan:

The Anjuman-e-Falah-e-Aama organisation brings educational projects to rural areas.
Marlis Bartkiewitz-Schmid with her student nurses.
Expert:
Marlis Bartkiewitz-Schmid, nurse
Location: Thatta Ghulamka Dhiroka, Anjuman-e-Falah-e-Aama
Task:
Advanced training in patient care and herbology

Enabling twelve percent of assignments abroad

The directorship in new hands

Since 1983 the Sponsors’ Association has supported
the activities of SES abroad. It helps foreign clients
with limited funds of their own to finance the local
costs of an assignment, with a particular emphasis on
healthcare, social and educational projects.

Since 4 September 2015, the Sponsors’ Association
has had a new Executive Director, Ursula roth, who
has been working alongside Chairman Dr Helmar Minger
since that date. In 2016, the Sponsors’ Association will
mainly concentrate on attracting new members and
donations.

In 2015 the Sponsors’ Association subsidised a total of
208 SES assignments in 40 countries – a good twelve
percent of all the international Expert assignments for
the year. The funds that it provided added up to more
than 88,000 euros, while its income from members’
subscriptions and donations were around 60,000 euros.
The difference was made up out of reserve funds.
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Account for donations
Verein zur Förderung des Senior Experten Service e.V.
Volksbank Bonn rhein-Sieg eG
IBAN: DE50 3806 0186 2005 8200 17
BIC: GENODED1BrS

Tanzania:

PrOBONO promotes German-African school partnerships.
Dr Jürgen Malte Küster with fellow teachers in the chemistry lab.
Expert:
Dr Jürgen Malte Küster, headmaster
Location: Arusha, Moshi, PrOBONO School Partnerships for One World
Task:
Advanced training for chemistry teachers

SES Sponsors’ Association

Most important
subsidised countries
2015

2014

E 60,272
E 88,437

E 76,620
E 78,675

Members
379
Subsidised assignments
208
Countries where assignments
were subsidised
40

404
175

Contributions and
donations
Subsidies

39

Uganda
Madagascar
Moldova, republic
Tanzania
Ghana
Ukraine
Bolivia
Mongolia
Cameroon
Philippines

Subsidised
assignments
2015

2014

20
17
14
14
12
11
10
9
8
8

14
14
14
10
9
4
6
8
3
3
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FINANCE

Overall performance and financial position
SES concluded the financial year 2015 with satisfactory
results: income currently amounting to E10.603 million
balanced out expenditure, which totalled E10.524
million. Turnover increased considerably since 2014:
by 15.5 percent. The background to this development
is pleasing assignment figures, as well as generous
support once again by both public and private benefactors.

Committed to quality

For instance, the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) provided sufficient
funding for assignments abroad in developing and
newly industrialised countries – some E8.458 million.
Furthermore, the Federal Ministry of Education and
research (BMBF) financed the VerA initiative (E2.275
million), as well as the pilot project coach@school
(E69,000). The SES Sponsors’ Association also subsidised international assignments, to the tune of around
E88,000.

To this end, the efficiency and effectiveness of SES’s
work is regularly put under scrutiny, both internally and
by its partners. SES believes it has a duty to maintain
its work at a high level, on a long-term and sustainable
basis, and to make improvements wherever possible.
A close network of its own and external checks
guarantees that SES uses the monies placed at its
disposal correctly and that it constantly strives to
optimise its work.

And the Otto Wolff Foundation contributed E30,000
towards the SES schools programme in North rhineWestphalia, A New Boost for Schoolchildren [Neue
Impulse für Schülerinnen und Schüler]. In Hesse, this
programme was given E10,000 by the Commerzbank
Foundation and in Baden-Württemberg E6,000 by the
Hanns-Voith Foundation. Assignments in schools in
Hamm were made possible by a subsidy of E7,000
from the German BP Foundation, and those in Frankfurt by a donation of E5,000 from Fraport’s Proregion
Foundation which supports vocational training. School
assignments in Kassel and the surrounding area were
financed by the company Hübner, the Kassel Sparkasse
and the Sparda-Bank Hessen. In addition, the SES
Foundation supported the integration of the SES pilot
project coach@school into the schools programme
with a E14,000 contribution. And we were able to win
a new sponsor for assignments in ‘welcome classes’
for young refugees in Baden-Württemberg’s vocational
schools: the Landesbank Baden-Württemberg (LBBW).
Spending on project costs amounted to E3.47 million,
while staff costs rose to E4.644 million. The latter
is mainly due to the expansion of the VerA initiative.
Costs for materials increased to E2.41 million in total.
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As in every year, 2015 saw SES place particular value
on continuing to develop its electronic data processing
systems, and on the continued implementation of the
quality management procedures introduced in 2009.
Investments such as these are essential for SES: they
are in line with its self-image as a ‘learning organisation’.

Creation of value through voluntary service
Various bodies are involved in financing SES assignments. Contributions in kind from German industry
to support our work play an important role, as do the
costs that are borne by the clients. These contributions – only some of which are included in the financial
statement in accordance with commercial law – added
up to a value of around E9.2 million in 2015. The
voluntary work of the SES Experts is impossible to
judge accurately in monetary terms. If we assume a
theoretical amount of E250 per day of an Expert’s
assignment, with around 80,200 assignment days in
2015, the total sum reaches about E20.1 million.
The public funds injected into SES, on the other hand,
totalled E9.9 million. Adding these sums together
gives a value, for all the assignments carried out in
2015, of a good E39.2 million.

S

The greatest proportion of this value creation, 51 percent, came about through the voluntary commitment
of the Experts. The proportion of contributions in kind
from German industry and the costs borne by the
clients added up to 24 percent, and the proportion of
public funds was 25 percent. In 2015, as in previous
years, public funding was matched several times over
in the form of Experts’ services and clients’ contributions.

Ukraine:

Book publisher Unisoft prepares for customers in western Europe.
Bernhard Brink notices great improvements in production quality.
Expert:
Bernhard Brink, printing technology specialist
Location: Kharkiv, Unisoft
Task:
Improving quality management

SES

Financial data 2015
Financial statement

2015

2014

10,475
87
41
10,603
3,470
4,644
2,410
10,524
**79

9,067
38
76
9,181
3,062
4,266
1,847
9,175
*6

(all values given in EUr ’000s)

revenues
Donations
Other income
Total income
Project costs
Personnel costs
Material costs
Total expenditure
result for the year
* After allocation to reserves
** Subject to the shareholder’s approval

The preliminary 2015 annual report of the SES has been drawn up according to the regulations of the German Commercial Code [Handelsgesetzbuch – HGB] and has been examined by independent auditors.
The local tax office has again acknowledged the charitable status of
the SES GmbH.
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FOUNDATION

Organisational structure and tasks
The SES Foundation is the sole shareholder of SES
GmbH. The SES Foundation, headquartered in Bonn,
was founded in 2003 by the former shareholders of
SES GmbH: the Federation of German Industries
(BDI), the Confederation of German Employers’ Associations (BDA), the Association of Chambers of Industry
and Commerce (DIHK) and the German Confederation
of Skilled Crafts (ZDH).

The Foundation’s capital added up to more than
E940,000 at the end of 2015. returns from this capital
are used to benefit selected, strategically significant
plans of SES: this includes the integration of the SES
pilot project coach@school in the schools programme
A New Boost for Schoolchildren [Neue Impulse für
Schülerinnen und Schüler], and not forgetting national
and international networking by SES.

The bodies of the Foundation are the Board of Directors,
Board of Trustees and Executive Director. The latter
has a dual function, being responsible for the dealings
of both the Foundation and the GmbH. The Foundation’s
Board of Directors authorises the financial and assignment planning of SES GmbH, approves the annual
report and authorises and takes on some of the work
of the Executive Director. The Board of Trustees functions as the supervisory board of the Foundation. It
supports and assumes responsibility for certain tasks
of the Board of Directors, receives the statement of
accounts, and advises on the development and business plan of SES GmbH.

Parliamentary Lunch

The Board of Directors and Board of Trustees include
high-ranking representatives of the four main associations representing German business, as well as wellknown representatives of large companies. They all
carry out their duties on a voluntary basis. They
support the work of SES and act as important advisors
to the Executive Director on all key issues.

At the Parliamentary Lunch on
16 June 2015: Dagmar Wöhrl in
conversation with Holger Schwannecke,
General Secretary of the German
Confederation of Skilled Crafts (ZDH)
and Chair of the SES Foundation Board
of Trustees, and Dr Franz Schoser (right),
Chairman of the Board of Trustees.
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The Parliamentary Lunch is an established fixture
among the networking events brought in by the SES
Foundation. The Foundation has hosted this highclass meeting in Berlin every year since 2003 – traditionally in the Deutsche Parlamentarische Gesellschaft,
the cross-party meeting place for German MPs.
The Parliamentary Lunch offers an opportunity for
informal discussion with SES Experts to members of
the German Parliament (Bundestag), along with ambassadors, ambassadors’ associates, and guests from
the various Federal Ministries.
In 2015, the Parliamentary Lunch enjoyed the patronage
of the former Federal Minister for Family Affairs and
longstanding Chair of the German National Association of Senior Citizens’ Associations (BAGSO), Prof.
Ursula Lehr. The opening speech was made by Dagmar
Wöhrl, Chair of the Committee on Economic Cooperation and Development in the German Bundestag.

OrGANIGrAM

SENIOR EXPERTEN SERVICE (SES)
Foundation of German Industry for International Cooperation
Board of Trustees of the SES Foundation
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ASSIGNMENT COUNTrIES

ASSIGNMENT COUNTRIES 1983 – 2015

A

E

B

F
G

Afghanistan
36
Albania
123
Algeria
26
Angola
3
Antigua and Barbuda
5
Argentina
195
Armenia
56
Austria
1
Azerbaijan
119
Bahrain
2
Bangladesh
61
Belarus
375
Belgium
7
Belize
5
Benin
20
Bhutan
36
Bolivia
610
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
105
Botswana
38
Brazil
309
Brunei
3
Bulgaria
1,253
Burkina Faso
23
Burundi
54
Cambodia
271
Cameroon
223
Cape Verde
12
Central African rep.
2
Chad
2
Chile
130
China
5,824
China: Taiwan
13
Colombia
193
Congo
1
Congo, Dem. rep.
35
Costa rica
54
Côte d’Ivoire
15
Croatia
56
CSFr
31
Cuba
13
Cyprus
1
Czech rep.
60
Dominican republic 51

C

D
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Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Estonia
Ethiopia
Fiji
France
Gabon
Gambia
Georgia
Ghana
Greece
Grenada
Guatemala
Guinea
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Korea, DPr
Korea, rep.
Kosovo
Kyrgyzstan
Laos
Latvia
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liberia
Libya
Lithuania

H
I
J
K
L

182
219
40
1
42
217
486
1
1
2
8
137
275
2
1
157
18
11
87
116
52
2
743
385
121
3
1
4
4
30
70
823
143
2
53
62
220
108
315
76
12
9
4
523

M

Macedonia
83
Madagascar
161
Malawi
57
Malaysia
68
Maldives
13
Mali
17
Malta
26
Mauritania
21
Mauritius
3
Mexico
590
Moldova
863
Mongolia
683
Montenegro
11
Morocco
143
Mozambique
41
Myanmar
76
Namibia
258
Nepal
268
Netherlands
1
Nicaragua
134
Niger
4
Nigeria
56
Oman
1
Pakistan
536
Palestinian Territories
8
Panama
10
Papua New Guinea
2
Paraguay
225
Peru
200
Philippines
204
Poland
167
Portugal
20
Qatar
4
romania
1,022
russia
1,330
rwanda
135
Samoa
18
Saudi Arabia
17
Senegal
5
Serbia
115
Serbia and
Montenegro
75
Sierra Leone
31
Singapore
3

N

Slovakia
Slovenia
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
Soviet Union
Spain
Sri Lanka
St Vincent and
the Grenadines
Sudan
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria
Tajikistan
Tanzania
Thailand
Timor-Leste
Togo
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
Uruguay
USA
Uzbekistan
Venezuela
Vietnam
Yemen
Yugoslavia
Zambia
Zimbabwe
Transnational

T

O
P

U

Q
R
S

V
Y
Z

Total Abroad
Total Germany

32
54
1
25
85
31
3
134
1
22
2
1
1
72
104
508
303
15
62
15
92
144
78
328
433
6
1
45
2
514
55
326
162
3
64
88
9

27,746
10,821
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PATRONS AND DONORS
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